Second annual

Art + Memory + Justice Symposium

January 30
4:00 PM - 8:00 PM
LIU INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL ISSUES

RSVP: AMJSYMPOSIUM.EVENTBRITE.CA

The Art + Memory + Justice Symposium is a student-led, interactive, conversational, and salon-style symposium showcasing the creative work of those engaged in the field of transformative memory and justice.

Co-organizers: Anson Ching, Alejandra Gaviria, Alessia Rodriguez, & Denali YoungWolfe

Sponsored by: Memory and Justice Research Stream; the Ivan Head South-North Chair; The Social Justice Institute; The Liu Institute for Global Issues; The School of Public Policy and Global Affairs; The Institute for Studies in Global Prosperity; The Critical and Creative Social Justice Studies Research Excellence Cluster

Interested in presenting? Email: amj.symposium@gmail.com
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